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DERRICK HARVIN FROM HERE

Derrick Harvin’s solo debut, From Here
now available on iTunes, Amazon, Google Play

and more

   

With his debut solo project, From Here, Derrick Harvin
shares a musical masterpiece that transcends him from
a musician to an artist.

Harvin has always found his life’s passion in musical
expression, though most of his successes have been
achieved behind the scenes. A renowned producer, Harvin
has written, produced, and engineered contemporary
projects for Grammy Award winning artist including 50
Cent, Hilary Duff, Chaka Khan, Natasha Bedingfield,
Betty White, and Kevin Cossom. This time spent making
music in the background inspired Harvin to take the brave
step into the spotlight. Much of this inspiration came from
Harvin’s work as producer on Erly Thornton’s In Transit, the
title track of which debuted at #25 on Billboard’s Smooth
Jazz Chart. On Thornton’s In Transit, Harvin co-wrote and
produced two selections with contemporary jazz guitarist
Steve Oliver. In 2013, Harvin also provided keyboards and
solo piano work on Phillip “Doc” Martin’s Good Day At Work.
Harvin’s love of jazz’s ability to convey emotion manifests
itself within the photographic elements of From Here. As a
musician doubling as a professional photographer, Harvin
has mastered the art of expressing visual aesthetic and
color through the beauty of instrumentation.

From Here is not just a product of Harvin’s choice to
progress in his music career; it is Harvin’s courageous
effort to embrace a brighter tomorrow after the heartbreak
of his past. Dedicating the album to his late father, Harvin
chooses to view the world from where he is at the moment
with eyes wide open and a heart full of faith. He hopes that
the story within From Here represents the universality within
his audience, as everyone has the choice to decide how
they will perceive and appreciate the future from here.
Harvin is ready to captivate a global audience, one that can
begin to understand life’s great mysteries hand in hand
through a magnetic album that surveys the depth of an
artist’s sentimentality.

Harvin’s thoughtful reflection within From Here is not merely
meant to show the world what he has to offer, but to reflect
what the world has shown him.

      

   

twitter.com/derrickharvin
facebook.com/derrickharvin
instagram.com/derrickharvin
youtube.com/derrickharvinmusic

“There’s listening to music, and there is
hearing music that becomes the

soundtrack of your life.”
- Derrick Harvin

   

From Here selections:
This Time Around

Gone
From Here

Let Go
These Moments

Eyes Wide Open
Colombiana

When You Say
New Found Love

Another Day in Paradise
Breathe
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DERRICK HARVIN CAREER HIGHLIGHTS

Audio Engineer/ Music Producer/ Songwriter/Professor

 -  Produce, arrange, and record for top national acts.
 -  Two RIAA-certified Platinum albums and Billboard chart topping rankings.
 -  Work with record companies including Universal, Interscope, Atlantic, Hollywood, Innervision, and Groove Elation.
 -  Operate as an active member of the American Society of Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP).
 -  Voting member of The Recording Academy (NARAS).
 -  Serve as Music Director National Recording artist Kevin Cossom and Ian Von.
 -  Clients include 50 Cent, Llyold Banks, Hilary Duff, Kara DioGuardi, Chaka Khan, Natasha Bedingfield, 
  and American Idol’s Shannon Magrane.
 -  Faculty member of Full Sail University since 2003. 

Selected Discography

 -  “O” Movie Soundtrack (2001)
 -  Lloyd Banks - Hunger No More (2004)
 -  Ruby Baker - Love Is Worth It All (2004)
 -  Nastasha Bedingfield - Single remix (2005)
 -  Hilary Duff - Dignity, With Love, Stranger, and Play With Fire remix (2007)
 -  Erly Thornton - My Life and In Transit albums (2008 and 2012)
 -  Ronzel Pretlow - Phenomenal (2010)
 -  Jarian - I Am Hope single (2012)
  -  Phillip “Doc” Martin - Good Day At Work (2013)
 -  Ian Von - Love Songs, Beats, and Guitars (2014)
 -  Derrick Harvin - From Here (2014)

Performances

  Walt Disney World Theme Parks and Resorts, Sea World and Discovery Cove, BB Kings, Jazz Tastings, Mingos, Bluezoo
  Bluezoo Lounge, House of Blues, Bob Carr Convention Center, Good Morning America, Hard Rock Cafe, and more.

Debut solo album “From Here” - released Spring 2014

 -  Available on iTunes, Amazon, Google Play, Spotify, and more. 
 -  Derrick Harvin radio station is now available on Pandora.
 -  Selections from “From Here” are scheduled for rotation on Sirius XM Watercolors and Smooth Jazz on
    Music Choice Fall 2014.
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